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ASTON MARTIN

1964 Bond begin-
nings: a DB5 became  
Bond’s car in 
Goldfi nger

1963 Success at 
Monza for the DB4 GT 
and launch of the 
DB5.

1980

1987 Ford Motor 
Company acquires a 
75 per cent share of 

Aston Martin.

1986 V8 Vantage 
Zagato launches.

1980 Another 
ownership change. 

Victor Gauntlett and 
Pace Petroleum buy 

the company.

1975 Only three years 
after the last takeover, 
Aston is rescued once 
again by a business 
consortium. The fi rst 
car under new ownership 
is the resurrected 
Lagonda

1972 Company 
Developments LTD 
takes over the 
company.

1966-1970 DBS, DB6 
MK2 & DBS V8 

launches

1965/1966 Launch of 
the DB6 & DB6 
Volante.

MK2 & DBS V8 
The Aston Martin 

DB6 (1965)

Wayne Harley has one of the best jobs 
in the business. � e working hours are 
easy and there is ample opportunity to 
drive the most desirable cars in the world. 
His position is curator at the Franschhoek 
Motor Museum, and as such, he is in 
charge of one of South Africa’s most 
precious automobile collections. 

In one of the four halls that comprise 
the museum, he is about to start up a 
legend – a green 1959 Aston Martin DB4 
GT Superleggera. It comes to life with 
a heartwarming rumble and a bit of a 
grumble. He moves it outside into the heat 
of a summer afternoon to meet its modern 
sibling, the silver V8 Vantage I had driven 
from Cape Town. 

I can see Harley is more of a classic 
heritage guy. It’s di�  cult for him to say 
anything positive about the newer car. 
And I must admit, the gorgeous Vantage 
pales a bit in the presence of one of the 
most valuable cars Aston Martin ever built. 
Harley tells me that only 75 DB4 GTs were 
ever produced, between 1959 and 1963. 
Nowadays a vehicle like this wouldn’t 
change hands for under £1 million. � e 
car couldn’t have had a better nickname 
than ‘the banker’s hotrod’, as it was known 
in the 1960s. 

Introduced at the London Motor Show 
in October 1959, it was built to race. Shorter 
and 85kg lighter than the standard DB4, it 
was � tted with a more powerful engine, 

featuring three Weber carburettors –
increasing the power from 178 to 226kW. 
All DB4 GT Superleggera bodies had a 
skeletal steel tube framework and an 
aluminium body. 

� e DB4 was as a precursor to perhaps 
the most famous and most recognised 
cinematic car ever – the DB5, � rst seen 
in 1964’s Gold� nger. One of the four cars 
used in the � lming of Gold� nger and 
� underball was auctioned o�  in June 
2010 for $4.6 million (R40.7m).

� e DB5 made a comeback in the latest 
007 movie. In Skyfall Bond still owns the 
classic DB5 he won in Casino Royale 
during a poker game. It has all the historic 
gadgets, from ejection seat to machine  >> 
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100 years of soul
GQ motoring editor Dieter Losskarn recalls the Aston Martin heritage while 
admiring a rare 1959 DB4 GT and driving a more modern V8 Vantage 
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1993 Resurrection of 
the ‘DB’ moniker, with 
the DB7, produced at 

a new facility at 
Wykham Mill, 

Bloxham. Ford 
takes full control 
of Aston Martin 

2000 Dr Ulrich Bez is 
the new CEO. 

Production of the 
5.3-litre V8 engine, 
designed by Tadek 
Marak, comes to an 
end after 30 years.

2001 The 5 000th 
DB7 produced. 

Launch of the 
V12 Vanquish

2004 DB9 and V12 
Vanquish S launched

2005 Aston Martin 
returns to the 

racetrack with 
the DBR9

2006 DBS launched

2009 V12 Vantage & 
DBS Volante 

launched. 
One-77 unveiled1988 Virage launches

1990 2000 2010

2010-2012 Unveiling of Cygnet; 
V8 Vantage & Virage launched; 

unveiling of V12 Zagato. New 
Vanquish & DB9 launched

guns in the turn signals, but now it’s a 
right-hand drive. Never fear, however – 
the DB5 was not actually blown up in 
the movie. Filmmakers used a 3-D printer 
to create three one-third scale replicas. 
All had remarkable detail and were 
indistinguishable from the original, 
even close up. 

I had my own DB5: a silver model 
that I used to race against a white Ford 
Mustang convertible, chasing it through 
tight corners while drifting around them. 
It is pretty battered up by now. One of 
the headlights is missing – I lost it when 
I overturned a couple of times. Luckily, all 
this happened in a 1/32 scale car, on my 
1/24 Carrera Slot Car track, the special 
1994 30th-anniversary Gold� nger edition. 

A model car is probably the closest a 
mere mortal will ever get to owning a bit 
of James Bond DB5 memorabilia. In the 
1960s, when Gold� nger appeared on the 
big screen, the most wanted toy was Corgi’s 
DB5. Just like the � lm car, it featured the 
bullet-proof shield that springs up from the 

for a complete car. And while the Bond 
� lm producers had to borrow their very 
� rst DB5 from Aston Martin in 1964 to 
modify it, today 007 is an o�  cial part of 
the company’s heritage. 

At one stage it was a very close call 
between Jaguar and Jensen to become the 
o�  cial Bond car, but the producers were 
adamant – they prefered the Aston Martin. 
A godsend for the brand.

Back to the present. Harley has locked 
away the DB4 GT, and I’m on my way up 
the Franschhoek Pass in the Vantage. 
� e expectations are great; maybe too 
great. � e V8 doesn’t sound as good as 
a Mercedes-Benz SLS or Jaguar XKR-S. 
And, after having experienced a double-
clutch auto gearbox in a Porsche, it’s 
painful to go back to a single one. In auto, 
the Aston jerks me around like a puppet. In 
manual mode it’s a bit better. After a while, 
I start to enjoy the extraordinary driving 
dynamics of the vehicle. � e engine is 
positioned near the centre, the gearbox in 
the back, resulting in excellent roadholding. 

While the auto box might be a bit 
disappointing, the looks, with no vintage 
Aston present, certainly aren’t. I park it 
near Chapman’s Peak drive. � e rays of 
the late afternoon sun chisel new lines into 
the silver skin. Like Harley and the guys at 
Aston Martin, I also have a great job.  

4.7-litre V8; 313kW 
and 470Nm

R1.7 million

astonmartin.com

POWER

V8 VANTAGE
TECH & SPEC

0-100km/h in 4.9 
seconds; Top 

speed 290km/h

PERFORMANCE

PRICE

V8 Vantage and DB4 GT Superleggera at Franschhoek 

Exterior and interior 
detail on the DB4 GT 

Superleggera
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rear boot lid; the ejector seat that � res 
the passenger through the sunroof; and 
machine guns that emerge from the front 
indicators. � e model also came with a 
secret instructions envelope, containing a 
spare ejector seat baddie. On introduction, 
the Corgi models cost around 50 pence. 
Now, you can fork out up to €500 on Ebay 

Sean Connery with 
the DB4 GT on the 

set of Goldfi nger
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